CRISPR

The acronym “CRISPR” has often been invoked when considering
recent revolutionary genetic engineering advances. This presentation will
be devoted to the origin of the term, its biological significance and how
further knowledge led to the expansion of the meaning of this term as
well as its underlying processes in genetic engineering. Finally, the
potential of CRISPR for deriving further molecular biological
information and uses from experimentation and analysis will be
discussed.
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CRISPR
Clustered Regularly Interspaced
Short Palindromic Repeats
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Central Dogma of Biology
DNA→RNA →Protein
DNA (DeoxyriboNucleic Acid)
Sugar (deoxyribose); Phosphate (acid portion); Base: Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine (G), Cytosine (C)
Adenine always H-bonds to Thymine; Guanine always H-bonds to Cytosine
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The phosphate-sugar-base configuration is referred to as a nucleotide. Complementary nucleotides
in DNA are referred to as base pairs.
RNA (RiboNucleic Acid)
Sugar (ribose); Phosphate (acid portion); Base: Adenine (A), Uracil (U), Guanine (G), Cytosine (C)
Same Sugar, Phosphate, Base arrangement as for DNA , BUT no H-bond double strands when free
Protein
Amino Acids (21 common ones):

aa1─aa2─aa3─aa4─ --- ─aan

in solution.

The DNA (genome):
---TGG-TTG-ACC-CAT--is transcribed as RNA:
---UGG-UUG-ACC-CAU--(transcription is from complementary
DNA strand):
---ACC-AAC-UGG-GUA--RNA translates to aa (protein):
---Trp-Leu-Thr-His---

Bacterial (& Archaeal) Immune Response to Phage
1. Phage attaches to cell membrane and inserts its genetic DNA into cell cytoplasm
2. Cell machinery uniquely inserts portions of this phage DNA into its cellular DNA
Subsequently, bacterial RNA contains (e.g.):
---spacer1-CUUATGAAUCGCAUAAG-spacer2-CUUATGAAUCGCAUAAG--spacern-CUUATGAAUCGCAUAAG--where the spacers are RNA portions from the phage DNA. The CUUATGAAUCGCAUAAG
palindromic elements are often referred to as dyads or repeats of ~28-37 nt in length. The spacers are of
constant length of ~25-35 nt.
This RNA is cleaved by a bacterial enzyme (an RNase or a Cas protein) to form:
-spacerx-CUUATGAAUCGCAUAAGwhere the palindromic sequence repeats hybridize thereby forming loops.
These spacer/palindromic nucleic acid repeats bind to the DNA of subsequent invasions by these phage via a
Cas (CRISPR associated) group of proteins. The Cas proteins use the spacers to bind the phage DNA and
then cleave the resultant RNA/DNA complexes, within the spacer regions, into pieces for eventual riddance
by the bacteria.

Further Knowledge
---tracrRNA---Cas1-Cas2--Casm---spacer1-repeat-spacer2-repeat--spacern-repeat--1. The Cas genes are located upstream and closely adjacent to the CRISPR loci.
2. tracrRNA (trans-activating crRNA), located upstream from the Cas genes, is formed from the
opposite (complementary) DNA strand; this tracrRNA can hybridize with individual palindromic
repeats. The tracrRNA is necessary and acts in conjunction with the CRISPR RNA (crRNA) to
allow the Cas proteins to cleave the target DNA (or RNA). The tracrRNA and crRNA can be
covalently combined and still retain their activity.
3. PAMs (protospacer adjacent motifs), a 2-6 nt sequence (e.g., NGG) located a couple nt downstream
from the sequences complementary to the protospacer or target sequences. This short sequence is
on the complementary non-target strand and is recognized by the Cas proteins in an initial
reaction of the Cas system with the target DNA.
4. “Seed region”, a ~10 nt sequence located at the downstream end of the spacer sequence and found
in tracrRNA. Necessary for target recognition by Cas-tracrRNA-crRNA complex.
5. Cleavage of DNA occurs in the region the spacer recognizes. The cleavages are 3 nt away from the
PAM site.

Further Knowledge Regarding Genetic Engineering
CRISPR Requirements:
A. One (or more) RNA(s):
1) RNA containing CRISPR-like sequences (tracrRNA & crRNA or variation thereof)
2) RNA containing ‘seed’ and remaining sequence that H-bonds to target DNA sequence
B. Cas system of proteins:
1) Capable of incorporating ‘signal’ (sg) or ‘guide’ (g) RNA including:
a. CRISPR-like sequences (tracrRNA & crRNA or variation thereof)
b. ‘seed’ and further sequence complementary to target DNA sequence
2) Recognizes PAM sequence in DNA strand complementary to target sequence
3) Facility to uncoil target DNA when PAM sequence is recognized
4) Allows ‘seed’ RNA sequence to interrogate and H-bond to target DNA sequence
5) Allows the remaining RNA sequence to H-bond to target DNA sequence
6} Causes cleavage of a covalent bond at the appropriate location in the target DNA
7) Causes cleavage of a covalent bond at the appropriate location in the complementary DNA sequence
In addition to strand cleavage (breaking, scission), gene editing usually requires strand joining (repair or
recombination). This can be done by homologous or non-homologous techniques (next slide).
Previous gene editing tools for localized strand scission were zinc finger nucleases (ZFN) and transcription activatorlike effector nucleases (TALEN). For a variety of reasons, CRISPR appears to be better than these previous tools for
gene editing because it uses PAM and ‘seed’, etc. sequence for its targeting, and contains its own nucleases.

Non-Homologous Repair (no homologous
template needed):
1) DNA cleavage may leave overhangs on individual strand
ends.
2) Enzymes are recruited to trim off damaged or mismatched
ends.
3) Enzymes (ligases) join the ends. Strand gaps that may exist
are also filled in.

Homologous Repair (Recombination):
1) Requires a homologous DNA sequence.
2) Strand ends are processed to remove unnecessary material
and to form single strand overhangs.
3) Complementary DNA piece invades broken DNA to
provide a template for a DNA polymerase.
4) This polymerase synthesizes missing portion of broken
strand. The template/polymerase process can occur for either
strand.
5) Repaired DNA and homologous DNA uncouple.

Further CRISPR Refinements
Cleavage of only one of the DNA strands (a nick).
Cleavage at different sites on the complementary DNA strands.
Cleavage of RNA.

Uses of the CRISPR Gene Editing Tool
Identify mutant genes in organisms (animals, plants, microbes) and edit them; i.e., remove or modify (e.g.,
“correct”) them.
Identify mutant or investigational genes in humans and insert them at target locations in experimental systems; e.g.,
clone them.
Insert nucleotide sequences at specified locations in genomes for subsequent targeting; of themselves or of their
transcripts.
Probe specific genome locations for their biological relevance; e.g., a gene, regulatory function site, genome ID
site, etc.
Overall, use CRISPR technology for basic molecular biology research, to produce new biotech products, and to
diagnose and/or treat diseases.

